Security Intelligence
Empowers Global Protection

Relevant and Actionable Security Intelligence via Attack Surface Insights, Threat Fingerprinting, and Real-World Machine Learning

Digital, cloud-centric transformation creates hidden risks and threats for the extended enterprise—a fluid and entangled threat landscape reshaping security and risk strategies. However, it is challenging to see threats relevant to the global attack surface, which wastes time and energy while adversaries remain concealed. The ever-increasing number of threats is magnified by easy, universal access to malicious systems, kits, and infrastructure capable of effective cyberattacks that adversaries from even the best security professionals.

Highlights | RiskIQ Illuminate®

- Live discovery for real-time attack surface intelligence and complete visibility to your digital footprint
- Relevant insights for faster analysis and response, prioritized for threats tuned to you
- Actionable outcomes driven by unique cyber threat fingerprinting to scale global defense with authentic identifiers
- Reputation scoring and one-click lookups across the open internet and deep/dark web, removing the guesswork from threat intelligence
- Increase the value across your ecosystem of people, processes and technology via flexible APIs, apps, and integrations with 100+ security products and service providers
Cyber threats have a long history of disrupting, denying, and degrading victims. Meanwhile, faster digital growth and criminal ambitions have meshed in the global attack surface to hide the real source of threats: malicious infrastructure.

Relevant, actionable security intelligence is hard to come by. Attack surface intelligence and adversary fingerprinting is the solution. Pairing attack surface intelligence with unique identifiers for threat systems gives security teams better results.

By combining threat intelligence with knowledge of your worldwide digital footprint, detection and analysis capabilities can now uncover what matters most to you. Layered with durable threat indicators that pinpoints threat infrastructure, it gives security teams a long-awaited unfair advantage against cyber threats.

Simply gathering intelligence from open sources or network telemetry and anti-malware is not enough to solve current security challenges. Unraveling what’s you from what is another; what’s good from what’s bad, and adversaries from allies require relevant, actionable intelligence to discern what’s real and important to you.

Intelligence that empowers global defense.

**Key Benefits**

**RiskIQ Attack Surface Intelligence**

- Attack surface intelligence provides real-world observations of your exploitable digital footprint, elevating your ability to prioritize risks and threats with confidence.
- Speed up analysis, triage, and response and enables security teams to keep pace with digital growth by eliminating threats that matter.
- If malicious activity is detected, you can quickly determine which pieces of the attack surface are also impacted.
- Rapidly classify threats relevant to the attack surface’s layered composition—hosts, URLs, apps, components, and code.
- Achieve smarter, faster security and business decisions based on real-world, factful intelligence.
Level-up existing SOC resources and people

Security intelligence that combines attack surface insights with relevant observed threats makes security operations more efficient and effective to mitigate the volume of threats at the speed of digital growth.

- Integrated real-world attack surface and threat observations enable reputation summaries and graded scoring to make better sense of alerts. Using composition analysis informs even novice analysts and core security teams to immediately identify alerts pegged with malicious reputations and expanded indicators to streamline triage and downstream workflows.

- Automated discovery distills key insights, pushed via enriched APIs throughout the security ecosystem. Keep pace with digital transformation with details for newly observed hosts (NOH), newly observed domains (NOD), phishing and malware intelligence streams.

Key Benefits

Intelligence for SecOps

- Easy-to-integrate feeds and simple APIs for SIEM, SOAR, XDR, EDR, IPS, and any other security tools
- Quickly determine priorities based on real-world observations of your attack surface and related threats
- Amplify the productivity of the entire security and risk team by surfacing exposures, threats, and risk tailored to your organization.
- Increase protection coverage with smart defenses, fed by active streams of new and changing threats to your digital footprint.
Find and eliminate attacker systems

Cybercriminals, hacktivists, and nation-state threats all evolve tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) to improve their malicious capabilities. But sustainable, scalable threat indicators come from observing threat infrastructure and behavior, regardless of the threat actor operating it.

- Fingerprint adversary infrastructure to scale defense, even when infrastructure is reused or repurposed by many threat actors. Leverage cyber threat intelligence to assign an identity to threat infrastructure, security teams can future-proof global defenses against threats today and those yet to be deployed.
- Map the composition of threat infrastructure to identify malicious activity, embedded capabilities, and shareable attack tools (e.g. kits, C2 components).
- Use one-click pivots to find related infrastructure, including certificates, hashes, malware, netflow, and deep/dark web reconnaissance to get ahead of threats that matter—from a single threat actor to thousands with access and opportunity to leverage attacker systems.

Learn More

For more on the advantages of relevant, actionable security intelligence, read the RiskIQ white paper: 5 Questions Threat Intelligence Must Answer
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